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Rediscovering
Family Time
Alexandra Mead,
Director of Christian Education
One positive that has come from this pandemic is lots of family time together (maybe also a
negative). I know that all of this togetherness is not always easy especially on rainy days when
you or your children cannot escape outside for a bit. However, the positive is the time to settle
down a bit, rest a bit without the frantic schedule most of us have on a normal day.
I have had families tell me that they have rediscovered their backyards and all of the interesting things back there. They had forgotten how nice it is to cuddle up on the couch and read
a book with their kids. Some have found out how clever their kids are by playing board games
with them, they win a lot!
Yes, there is definitely a struggle with the school work on line, the bickering with siblings, the
short tempers because we have all been together a little too much, but the rediscovered intiCONNECTING EQUIPPING TRANSFORMING
macy of being with just your family is a gift that we may not have again for a long time. Try
and savor the good moments and know that the difficult ones will pass.
Know that the love of Jesus is with each of you
as well as the love and support of your church family.
We are thinking of you, we miss you
and we look forward to the day we can all be together again.

Inside:
Tohu-vabohu
No, thank you!
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And the Survey Says
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Associate Pastor for Congregational Life and Mission

The Reverend Sarah Green
God in the Chaos

My favorite term from my seminary year of Hebrew was tohu-vabohu because it’s sing-songy and fun to say. It shows up right in the beginning of Genesis and refers to
the state of the earth just before God says, “Let there be light.” This pair of words doesn’t directly translate, but generally means formless, empty, desolate, void, and confused. It’s a linguistic attempt to capture the chaos that existed in the beginning.
Chaos appropriately describes how we are living right now, especially families with
young children and dual careers, though basically everyone has their version. Our outer
worlds—our homes—get dirty and torn apart seemingly instantly now that we’re always in
them. Rooms that were once sacrosanct for particular activities—bedrooms for sleeping, dining rooms for family dinners—now serve double or triple duty as makeshift offices, schoolrooms, therapist’s offices, and (if you’re ambitious in a way I am not) even a gym. The abundance of family time can feel like quicksand as it perpetually shifts between moments of sacred
beauty and connection and hair-pulling exasperation.
Our inner worlds feel pretty chaotic, too. We take in the barrage of news and endless
speculation about what’s coming and try to make sense of a situation that makes no sense.
And our minds display their creative best in the form of worst-case scenarios, anxieties, and a
nice background buzz of generalized worry.
My hope in all this is the knowledge that God does God’s best work in and through
chaos. In Genesis, God’s Spirit (ruach) hovers over the tohu-vabohu. Ruach in Hebrew means
both Spirit and breath. God breathes into the chaos and begins God’s work of creation and
transformation. I’ve started using tohu-vabohu as a mantra, a desperate mini-prayer really, to
re-ground myself in God during the crazy moments. Saying those sing-songy words reminds
me to breathe; to invite God’s creative ruach into my soul, if only for an instant; and to turn
over to God whatever chaos is pushing my buttons. Maybe God will be able to do something
more with this frustrating mess than I can.
So, at the end of the day, when I look with exhausted defeat at the fresh explosion of
baby toys, clothes, blankets, and work files covering the living room--tohu-vabohu. Breathe.
When I want to throw my phone with its calendar across the room instead of parsing one more
day’s schedule between Eric’s work, mine, Nathan’s needs, grocery shopping, and housework,
tohu-vabohu. Breathe. When Nathan dodges his nap and instead cries and demands to be
picked up every five seconds so I have no hope of making the calls or doing the work I’d
planned-- tohu-vabohu. Breathe. When I actually get to cook and, in the middle of the recipe,
discover I don’t have a key ingredient because the grocery store didn’t have it and I forgot-2

tohu-vabohu. Breathe. When that same overtired baby will only settle down for the night if
mommy (and only mommy) paces his room while bouncing and singing for what feels an eternity while my stomach rumbles for the uneaten takeout that took over an hour to arrive after
the aborted cooking attempt-- tohu-vabohu. Breathe.
I can’t say this mantra always works for me—it doesn’t—but so far, it’s kept me from
smashing the dirty dishes instead of washing them. So, I offer it to you with the reminder that
God is right here in the chaos with us. Just breathe. Tohu-vabobu. May God’s ruach fill you
with some extra peace, lift you up when you’re down, and spin some beauty out of all this in
the way only God can. Be well my friends.

Rediscovering Family Time
by Patrick Allred
“No, thank you! No, thank you! No, thank YOU!” is what Henry screamed at the
top of his lungs, ripping off his pajamas in a tantrum getting ready for bed last
week. “At least we’ve raised a polite child?” is the sentiment that Hannah and I shared, trying
to stay positive. He had other plans for his evening, clearly.
Bedtime has become the hardest part of the day for our family during social distancing. And I
think it has everything to do with the concept of “other plans.” We’ve discussed many times
why we can’t go to school, why we wear a mask when taking a trip, why we don’t go to the
grocery store as a family anymore, and why the playgrounds have yellow caution tape around
them. Henry sees Hannah and me at our home offices (the kitchen table, a comfortable chair in
his room, or the standing desk version on a counter) which he rarely did before. “Work” and
“play” time, once cleanly separated, now bleed together. Time and space seems so relative
these days, and that applies to Henry’s screen time too. The normal that we once knew is gone
and the future we envisioned for our spring and summer had “other plans.” It’s hard to put a
toddler to bed, knowing tomorrow will be more of the same and we don’t have many answers
when he asks when he can go to preschool with his friends again.
As families, there isn’t anything we can do to replace the routines we had before. We can’t be
full-time employees, teachers, and playmates at the same time and succeed at all three. But
that’s exactly what’s being asked of us. We can’t replace playdates, or trips and events that
have been cancelled or postponed. As families, we can’t do the impossible, and that’s ok.
There have been lots of tantrums and tears these past few weeks. And not all of them have
come from the toddler. But regardless of how difficult and long our days may feel, we are beyond grateful to occupy our time within the safety and comfort of our home. Hannah and I certainly didn’t imagine spending our last few weeks as a family of three this way. But in that
same breath, we are so grateful. We will look back on this time and cherish the quality time we
were able to have with Henry, while so many other parents aren’t as fortunate. But we will
also never turn down a parent’s night out EVER AGAIN.
You are in our prayers, fellow parents. Be well and stay sane. We can do this!
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2020 Communications Survey Results
In February, the Communications Committee conducted a survey to measure the effectiveness
of our tools and messages in keeping the congregation informed. Eighty-five responses were
received, most of them as on-line responses and a few in paper form. The demographics of the
responders were as follows:
Age Range

Female

Male

Total

26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66+
Total
Percent (%)

2
3
9
13
31
58
68%

2
1
4
6
14
27
32%

4
4
13
19
44
85

Percent
(%)

5%
5%
16%
22%
52%

Most respondents (61%) attend worship services every week, 18% said that they attend every
other week and the remainder (21%) attend once a month or less. 73% felt they were very
well informed, 25% somewhat well informed and 2% not well informed.
Each responder was asked to rank these nine communication media in order of preference:
Text me
Email me
Call me
Post on social media
Post on the church website
Send me a letter in the mail
Tower Tidings
TV monitors at the COG and Parish House
Make an announcement at church
Based on a composite score, email was the clear preference, with 67% of responders choosing
it as their preferred method of communication. Texting was the second most favored. Posting
on the website, Tower Tidings and Church announcements were next, followed by social media
and a letter in the mail. The least favored methods were the TV monitors and phone calls.
Other results of the survey showed that 88% of those responding read the Tower Tidings and
66% use Breeze, most as a Church Directory, but others for making donations and monitoring
contributions. About 60% said that their personal data and photo in Breeze are current, 17%
need to update the profile picture and 23% need to update both profile data and photo.
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Regarding the new Church website, 83% of responders had checked it out while 17% said they
had not. Of those who had, we received quite a few comments. The comments broke into
three categories: praise, criticism, and suggestions. Here are the major themes.
Praise:
Looks great – has a contemporary feel to it.
Better than what most churches have.
Love the new look and feel. The chat is cool too
Easy to find info
Getting used to the new format
Criticism:
Difficult to use – hard to find what I’m searching for – harder than the old website –
couldn’t find who was on Session - Not user friendly – website organization is confusing
Website largely static – difficult to tell what’s “clickable” – can’t see who’s preaching on
what subject for a given Sunday
Lacks content and details
Miss having most of all of the Sunday service available to listen to or watch
Several OOPS pages (missing links) – several parts look incomplete – a lot of flashy visuals
and animations for very little content
Calendar difficult to use
Geared more to visitors than current members
Personal emails should be prohibited
Suggestions:
Add “Welcome” message with worship service times and a Google map window to the
home page – have the contact info (phone #, email address and mailing address) right
up front for easy access
Add filter to calendar to show only group or subject that you’re interested in
Under staff – Should Tom Sheffield be listed as Pastor Emeritus? Can there be an Archive/
History tab, including write-ups covering ALL of the past Ministers/Associate Ministers?
Include more communication on upcoming events beyond the immediate week
To address these concerns, the Communication Committee has formed a sub-committee to
review the website, and the comments received, to develop both short and long-term plans to
improve the content and the user experience.
The final survey question asked for recommendations for publicizing PCM events to the local
and larger community. Suggestions included:
Establish a presence in Recorder Newspapers and MorristownGreen.com
Have a page showing the monthly or weekly calendar with links for further information
Have flyers on the “What’s Up Table” that can be shared with local businesses
Continued
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Improve the website landing pages for featured activities so that social media traffic can be
directed there
Include a full calendar in the Tower Tidings showing all meetings of both church and outside groups
Include church arts and cultural events in local newsletters such as the one published
weekly by Morris County
Set up “promo teams” that go out and talk to the community, share info and attend events
Use Instagram
The Communications Committee would like to thank all of the people who responded to our
survey. Your feedback will help us direct our efforts in communicating effectively with our
congregation and community-at-large, and in making improvements to our website. We welcome any additional comments and suggestions you may have! Please forward them to
comms@pcmorristown.org.

You Can Still Help Your Community While Social Distancing!
In Fact, Your Help Is Needed Now More Than Ever.
May signals our food drive for Interfaith Food Pantry and they are
experiencing great need this year. Current food needs are listed
on their website at: mcifp.org Monetary donations can be given online or food donations can
be dropped off at 2 Executive Drive in Morris Plains, Monday -Friday 9:30am -4:30pm.

ALFRE – Mrs. Wilson’s
Online donations at: mrs-wilsons.org
Jersey Battered Women’s Service
Accepting donations of money or goods online
at: jbws.org
Morristown Neighborhood House
Forced to cancel gala, requesting donations at:
cornerstonefamilyprograms.org
Market Street Mission
See current needs at: marketstreet.org
Questions? Contact Outreach Chair Donna Tomlinson htdt56@yahoo.com
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Green Faith Mission Statement: We strive to
nurture a holistic understanding of creation and our
need for a comprehensive congregational response
that will engage growth in our relationship to God,
creation and our neighbors.

Due to the COVID-19 crisis,
Green Faith spring reminders have changed

BUT…

that does not mean you need to postpone your active participation!
Continue to scour your residences for unwanted electronics to donate to the PCM Electronics Recycling Event. A list of acceptable items can be found at:
gvinc.org/accepted-items/ (Please NO TV’s or items with Freon.) Date and times TBD.

Do you have household hazardous waste lying around? The Morris County Municipal Utilities Authority arranges various drop-off sites around the county for the following:
Aerosol Cans
Automotive Fluids
Driveway Sealant
Fire Extinguishers
Household Cleaning Products
Gasoline, Kerosene & Diesel Fuel
Lithium-Ion & Rechargeable Batteries
Oil-Based Paints, Stains, Lacquers & Varnishes
Mercury-containing Bulbs & Devices
Paint Thinners, Removers & Solvents
Pesticides, Herbicides & Fertilizers
Propane Tanks of 20 lbs. or less
Photo Chemicals
Pool Chemicals

Gather your leftover items now.
We will notify the congregation when the MCMUA has reopened
its schedule for drop-offs.
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Making Extraordinary Connections
During an Extraordinary Time
by Matthew Webb, Director of Music
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of
truth telling, it was the age of fake news, it was the epoch of virtual
connection, it was the epoch of social distancing…

A modern take on a Dickens classic but timely nonetheless. We have been in a dead run to be
the most innovative, the most highly producing, the most technologically savvy, the most driven, and the most powerful. Then the bottom fell out. First and foremost, this pandemic is an
immense tragedy that has found its place in our moment of history. Lives have been lost to
something that seems to be beyond our control. Our way of life has been dramatically disrupted. For weeks now, we have been trying to figure out how to go about our lives in the most
normal way possible. How can we continue to work with the same productivity that we were
experiencing one month ago? Short answer: we can’t. And we shouldn’t try to.
I have been pondering the ways that this pandemic has created a pause in our world. I don’t
know about you, but I needed a pause. Careening towards Easter with a major work for choir
and orchestra, multiple concerts, multiple services, classes to be taught, and academic writing
to be done, life was clicking along at a fairly insane pace. Then I was faced with having to do
my work as a music director at our church and as a professor of music teaching choir at a university online. My life is consumed by choral music and I spend hours each week waving my
arms and working to create the best music that I can with the groups with which I am fortunate
to work. I did test runs of what it might be like to do choir “online” in a Zoom call or FaceTime
chat. The delay was so frustrating that it seemed that choral music, as it was known in my life,
had come to a screeching halt.
Fortunately, I have many innovative colleagues in the liturgical and academic worlds
who were dead set on finding a way to make
choir work. I set out on two big projects –
one at church and one at Drew, recording
the Hallelujah Chorus for Easter and the
piece “Ubi Caritas” by Ola Gjeilo with the
Chorale at Drew University. I came up with
a plan of how to execute these massive undertakings, gave very specific instructions to
the singers, gathered their individual recordings and have spent a collective 60 hours
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“being innovative” with choral music. It was a fun challenge and I am certainly glad that I did
it. But it is not what has brought the most meaning to my choirs and my work as a choral musician.
Each week, members of the Chancel Choir and Chancel Ringers have been invited to a
“Musicians’ Hangout,” where we have a Zoom meeting to check in with each other, to see
friendly faces, and to share our lives with each other. I have done the same with my choirs at
Drew and all of these groups have deeply cherished these connections. This “pause” in our
lives has created space for us to connect with loved ones more frequently and to rekindle
friendships from years gone by. I was fortunate to have a “hangout” with about 10 friends
from my undergraduate days who are scattered across the country, many of whom I hadn’t
seen in 15 years. All it took was a click of a button on my computer and the know-how to set
things up.
We can all take this time to develop truly meaningful relationships with people and yes, it can
happen online. I have the joy each week to teach two small group book studies to multigenerational groups of church members of diverse backgrounds. One of our retired members
who had never “done Zoom” before was given a tutorial on how to make these online connections and is now able to connect with family and friends in a way that she couldn’t do previously.
Ways you can make extraordinary connections:
If you have the technological know-how to assist less technologically savvy folks on how
they can best connect, offer your services. It will take 15-30 minutes of your time and
will make a world of difference to a circle of people who are deeply desiring connection.
Plan regular hangouts with your circle of friends. Online games, movie nights, parties, and
exercise groups are all things that I have had the pleasure of experiencing in the past
month.
Record a brief personal message about your week and send it to your family. Do it virtually so that they can see your face and connect with you.
If you have the resources, donate to those who are facing great financial challenges during
this time. Many people are out of work and many students do not have the technology to keep up with their virtual schoolwork. Look for ways to use your time and resources to help others make connections.
FaceTime or video chat with each other. When someone calls you on video, take it. Don’t
worry about what you look like – they likely are wearing loungewear and no makeup
and haven’t showered that day, so you will be in good company.
Don’t be afraid to reach out for help. If you don’t know how to connect and want to connect
with people, contact me or our other staff members at the church. We can either
9

help you personally or put you in touch with people who can help you.
Open up your window or door at 7pm each evening and join your community in clapping
and cheering for our amazing healthcare workers, putting themselves in the line of fire
each day so that we can be well and so that our community can be safe.
I offer you the words of Tish Harrison Warren, a classmate of mine from Wake Forest and a
consummate thinker, writer, and Anglican priest, who recently penned an opinion piece for the
New York Times:
“We must embrace social distancing, for as long as is needed, to protect our health care system
and the very real, fleshy bodies of millions of people. But we also need to collectively notice that
something profound is lost by having to interact with the world and our neighbors in mostly
disembodied, digital ways. This is something to lament and to grieve. And like all grief, it exposes the value and glory of the thing that was lost.
When social distancing is over, however many weeks or months that may take, I hope we each
go get a strong coffee with a friend, go on a walk together and notice what a complete gift it is
to do so — the remarkable grace of having a body alongside other bodies, on an ordinary day.
What a quotidian, overlooked wonder we find in the textured tangibility of the physical world.
And I hope that I, for one, never again take these ordinary gifts for granted.”
New York Times, April 5, 2020, accessible online at nytimes.com/2020/04/05/opinion/coronaviruschurch-religion.html

Vacation Bible School
Rocky Railway is coming your way in August
from the 17th-21st. We will finally all be back
together again and JUST IN TIME to see what
Jesus’ power can do for us!!! We will be
learning how Jesus’ power helps us to do
hard things, how His power gives us hope
and helps us to be bold. Jesus’ power lets
us live forever and helps us to be good
friends. We can’t wait to have you join us
for games, science, crafts, bible stories and
songs. It will be the best week of the
summer!
Register now at pcmorristown.org
Contact Alexandra Mead with any questions at amead@pcmorristown.org
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Rediscovering Family Time
Groundhog Day:
By Andrew Shohen
I would like to say that living through quarantine, waking up in the same house, and repeating
the same day over and over has been like living in the movie Groundhog Day. I would like to
say everyday is a chance to improve on the day before and work on our family’s relationships
to finally get to that incredible day when we fully understand how to be the perfect husband
and wife and father and mother. As we pass a month into quarantine, I cannot say it has been
at all like Groundhog Day. Ultimately, in the movie, Bill Murray was able to leave his four walls
everyday, and got to experience meeting people from the community. He learned what made
each of his new friends special and what made life worth living. In quarantine, we are missing
our community of people, our extended family, our church family, our coworkers, our students, our kids teachers and daycare family. We are missing all of the many opportunities we
used to have to grow and become better people from making new life experiences with people
in our community.
Our Groundhog Day, our new normal, has been a challenge. It’s been a struggle to figure out
how we can survive both teaching virtually from home, with one son in first grade and a 4 year
old that requires constant attention, and a new puppy that we adopted a week before quarantine. It’s also been a struggle to figure out how we are going to just survive. How are we going
to get food and not get sick? How are we going to keep the kids safe and from injuring themselves? How are we going to distance ourselves from family who used to always be there for us
to watch the boys and give us a break from parenting? How is our marriage going to survive
the stress just this one month has put on us, and the stress that awaits us in the future? What
are we going to do if someone close to us is sick and we can’t be there to help them?
At many points this past month we have been able to experience quality family times and find
new ways to meet each other’s’ needs. We’ve enjoyed every board game and toy in the house,
several times. Kudos to Lauren for initiating family meetings at night that gives the kids and
parent’s time to reflect on what worked and what didn’t work through the day and what
changes and plans we can make to have a better tomorrow. This has improved the monotonous Groundhog Day feel and certainly given our family a way to share with each other and
plan with each other. We know we have been extremely lucky to have our jobs. We have been
fortunate so far that our family has not suffered sickness and loss as we know others in our
community have. So we keep living and praying and hoping that we will one day get past this
Groundhog Day and create the ending to this story with a new day when we can be with our
extended family and community of friends.
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Rediscovering Family Time
From another young parent:
There are days that breeze along quickly and then there are some that seem to drag on. We
have our good days and our bad days. My six year old is usually interested in doing his online
school work, but some days all I can do is offer the opportunities and leave it at that. Our 3year-old has been used to having me all to himself and has not been thrilled with having to
share Mommy all day, every day.
We have found new and different ways to amuse ourselves. We go for walks, we play games,
we read more. My husband and I share the frustration of our leaders rushing to reopen states
before testing is available for everyone. We want to be back to normal too, but don’t want to
be back in this same situation because we have a new surge of cases as people get back together and don’t know for sure that they are healthy. There are so many unknowns right now.
I pray that we all come out of this with a new appreciation for all of the people who continued
to have to go into work during this pandemic, a new appreciation for our teachers, and the
time we are able to spend with our friends. I pray that we all stay healthy and safe through
this.

“It’s hard to believe that churches were meeting, worshipping, and serving
together just a little over month ago. The Newton Presbytery Youth Gathering on March 8, was the next to last time that the youth groups at the Presbyterian Church in Morristown met in-person, and it was probably one of the
last in-person events at the Presbyterian Churches in Boonton, Chatham
Township, Flanders, Franklin, Morris Plains, and Union Hill as well.
Patrick Allred
Director of Youth
and Young Adult Looking back at these pictures and remembering how much fun our youth
groups had assembling close to one hundred breakfast bags for Nourish.NJ,
Ministry

sharing a meal, and playing games together reminds me that our youth
groups, ministries, and churches will be meeting, worshipping, and serving together again as
soon as it is safe to do so.
In the meantime, we’ll continue to remember our
church friends and families and the memories
that we’ve built in our places of worship, eagerly
waiting to share a pew or a table again.
Blessings of health and wellness!”
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Presbyterian Church
Nursery School
The month of May is typically a busy time at the Nursery
School. Teachers encourage their students to create heartwarming gifts in preparation for our Mother’s Day parties.
Moms and children come together in the classroom to make
wonderful memories that last forever. This year however, as
we approach May, our school family has a very different outlook. We are unsure if we will be reopen this school year at
all. Now we are spending more time with our own children
due to the Coronavirus closure.
I hope this newsletter reaches our school and church families
PCNS Director Jeanne
healthy and embracing this time to make unexpected
Mueller and her
memories. We wanted to share some school staff thoughts
children.
on Motherhood during this difficult period:
Mrs. Mueller – My college age children certainly had very different plans this spring.
While change is hard, we are enjoying family dinners like years past and the opportunity to create delicious meals together – our family remains strong.
Mrs. Summa - I’m trying to soak in as much of these crazy little kid days as I can. I
know when this is over, I don’t want to wonder why didn’t I enjoy them more.
Mrs. Healy - I do believe it is challenging whether your kids are 2 1/2 or 25. The challenges are just at a different level. Keeping a 25 year old from seeing their friends
and socializing is just as challenging as telling a 2 1/2 year old that they can’t go to
the playground!
Mrs. Mehl - Laughter is what’s getting me through the tough times. With all of the
craziness going on right now, laughing has helped keep things more on the positive
side around our house.
Mrs. Klingman - I'm seeing a different side of my kids; this health scare has shown a
depth of character I hadn't seen before. They've made a point to check in with each
other. Sibling rivalry is still present, but it's good to know they can have a relationship
without their parents.
Mrs. Rough - I’m embracing this unexpected gift of time and loving the opportunity
to slow down. I know when my children look back on this time they will remember
our nightly fires, long slow walks and family dinners.
Presbyterian Church Nursery School Director Jeanne Mueller jmueller@pcmorristown.org
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The
Parish
Your continued financial support
for PCM during this period
is appreciated!

Register
Deaths
Jean Jones

THE CHURCH STAFF
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The Reverend Dr. David Smazik, Senior Pastor
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May Dates to Remember
This calendar is subject to change due to evolving circumstances
with COVID-19. Please check our website for updates.
All meetings are online unless noted.
Friday, May 1
Sunday, May 3
Wednesday, May 6
Friday, May 8
Sunday, May 10
Monday, May 11
Wednesday, May 13
Friday, May 15
Sunday, May 17
Wednesday, May 20
Friday, May 22
Sunday, May 24
Wednesday, May 27
Friday, May 29
Sunday, May 31

Caregiver Group
Worship Online, High School Youth Group Online
Midweek, Middle School Youth Group, Music Ministry Hangout
Caregiver Group
Worship Online, High School Youth Group Online
Circle 5
Midweek, Middle School Youth Group, Music Ministry Hangout
Caregiver Group
Worship Online, High School Youth Group Online
Midweek, Middle School Youth Group, Music Ministry Hangout
Caregiver Group
Worship Online
Music Ministry Hangout
Caregiver Group
Worship Online

Rediscovering Family Time
By Laura Geary:
Our days have become online school, online soccer meetings and online dance classes. We
have taken some online painting classes just for fun. The girls find that they are done with
school work pretty early every day and then they Facetime their friends. The challenge as a
parent has been the amount of screen time they are all having but it is their only socialization
so we let it go. Under normal circumstances we would never allow so much screen time.
Trying to make outside time part of our daily routine sometimes can be a challenge with the
weather! The girls miss school, soccer, dance, midweek, youth group and ROGS very much!
Having dinners together every night and all of the family time is one of the positives in this.
We have been enjoying planning meals, baking, cooking and playing outside together. We are
also enjoying some down time which is very rare in our regular schedule. One other fun thing
is the drive by birthday parades that have popped up and Zoom parties with friends. People
are being very creative.
We have learned how to sew masks and hope to work on making some blankets to donate.
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65 South Street
Morristown, NJ 07960
Please let the church office
know if your address or
membership status has changed

Fresh Traditional® Worship
Sunday Mornings

May 3
Worship Online

May 24
Worship Online

May 10
Mother’s Day
Worship Online

May 31
Pentecost
Worship Online

May 17
Worship Online

All are welcome!
pcmorristown.org
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